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M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 

TO:  NEC Code-Making Panel 15  
 
FROM: Kimberly Shea, Project Administrator  
 
DATE: September 3, 2014  
 
SUBJECT: NFPA 70 Proposed TIA No. 1157 Final TC Results after Public Comments 
             
 
There WERE NO changes to the ballot results after the circulation of the received 
Public Comments.  According to 5.5(a) in the NFPA Regs, the final results show this 
HAS NOT achieved the ¾ majority vote needed on both Question 1 (Technical Merit) and 
Question 2 (Emergency Nature). 
 
14  Eligible to Vote  
4  Not Returned (DuPriest, Gilbert, Shelly, Todd) 

 
Correlating Issues: 

 Emergency Nature: 

7 Agree   7 Agree  
3 Disagree (Krupa, Lipster, 

Rock) 
 3 Disagree (Krupa, Lipster, 

Rock) 
0 Abstain   0 Abstain  

 
There are two criteria necessary to pass ballot [(1) affirmative ¾ vote and (2) simple majority] with 
both questions needing to pass ballot in order to recommend that the Standards Council issues this 
TIA. 
 

(1) The number of affirmative votes needed to satisfy the ¾ requirement is: 
 14 eligible -  4 not returned - 0 abstentions = 10 × 0.75 = 7.5 = 8 

 
 

(2) In all cases, an affirmative vote of at least a simple majority of the total membership eligible 
to vote is required. This is the calculation for simple majority: 

  14 eligible ÷ 2 = 7 = 8 
 
An appeal relating to a proposed Tentative Interim Amendment shall be filed no later than 5 days after 
the notice of the Technical Committee TIA ballot results are published in accordance with 1.6.2 (c) and 
4.2.6.  In the case that a Correlating Committee is also being balloted, appeals need to filed 5 days after 
the notice of the Correlating Committee TIA ballot results are published. 



TECHNICAL COMMITTEE LETTER BALLOT 

PROPOSED TENTATIVE INTERIM AMENDMENT LOG NO. 1157 

To Revise 517.41(E) of the 2014 Edition of NFPA 70, 

National Electrical Code 

 

Question 1: I agree with the TECHNICAL MERITS of the Proposed TIA to revise 517.41(E) 
 

X  DISAGREE*   

 

EXPLANATION OF VOTE - Please type or print your comments: 

 

*An explanation must accompany a disagreement or abstaining position. 

 

Paradoxically,  while I’m not a advocate for that particular provision,  I must disagree with the 

logic being used to justify its removal.   

 

The proposer notes:    

In particular, performance was defined as “the manner in which equipment or a system is 

intended to function or operate.” And, installation was defined as “the material and process 

associated with putting equipment in place and making it ready for use in accordance with 

performance requirements.” These definitions still leave some room for debate on some issues, 

but fairly clearly lay out the respective duties. The issue considered in this item whether or not 

an outlet on emergency power should be lit, is clearly indicating the “manner in which 

equipment is intended to function or operate.” Therefore, that is a requirement that should be 

addressed by NFPA 99, NOT NFPA 70. In fact, this same proposal came to NFPA 99, and was 

rejected by our committee. 

 

However, if not “installed” (i.e. under NEC per his argument),  the receptacles cannot/will never 

meet the “performance requirements”  (NFPA 99).   So using, the proposer’s own statements, it 

appears the correct place for this requirement is, in fact, Article 517 of the NEC.  

 

 
Question 2: I agree that the subject is of an EMERGENCY NATURE.  

 

 X - DISAGREE*   

 

EXPLANATION OF VOTE - Please type or print your comments: 

 

*An explanation must accompany a disagreement or abstaining position. 

 

As above,  while I’m not advocate for the requirement,  I see no “Emergency Nature” with the 

removal of the item.    The rationale for the TIA seems to be administrative and procedural  - not 

emergent by any justification provided.  

 

 

_____________________________ 

Signature 

 

Gary J. Krupa, P.E.                                            

Name  

 

2 July 2014 

Date 





February 6, 2009 

 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE LETTER BALLOT 
PROPOSED TENTATIVE INTERIM AMENDMENT LOG NO. 1157 

To Revise 517.41(E) of the 2014 Edition of NFPA 70, 
National Electrical Code 

 
Question 1: I agree with the TECHNICAL MERITS of the Proposed TIA to revise 517.41(E) 
 
____________ AGREE ______X______ DISAGREE*  ____________ ABSTAIN* 
 
EXPLANATION OF VOTE - Please type or print your comments: 
 
*An explanation must accompany a disagreement or abstaining position. 
__See attached.________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Question 2: I agree that the subject is of an EMERGENCY NATURE.  
 
____________ AGREE ______X______  DISAGREE*  ____________ ABSTAIN* 
 
EXPLANATION OF VOTE - Please type or print your comments: 
 
*An explanation must accompany a disagreement or abstaining position. 
__See attached.________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 ________________________________ 
Signature 
 
_Brian E. Rock____________________ 
Name  
 
__July 11, 2014___________________ 
Date 
 
 
 
Please return the ballot to kshea@nfpa.org no later than July 11, 2014. 
 
 
    
  



BALLOT: PROPOSED TIA LOG NO. 1157 Page 2 Brian E. Rock 
 
Question 1 “TECHNICAL MERITS” EXPLANATION OF NEGATIVE VOTE - Please type or 
print your comments: 

NEMA disagrees with the Technical Merits.  2014 NEC® 517.41(E) was revised per 
Accepted Proposal and Accepted Comment based upon:  

• the safety of determining which receptacles were actually energized by being supplied 
from the essential electrical emergency system, to insure TIMELY connection of vital 
equipment and instrumentation in the event of power interruption 

• reports by electrical contractors to NEMA of health care facilities undergoing 
renovations in which prior maintenance replacements of cover plates and receptacles 
on circuits intended for nonessential electrical loads have used red cover plates or 
receptacles [and vice versa], the “distinctive color” intended in those health care 
facilities for essential electrical system circuits 

It is this latter point that entails safety of installation and maintenance in particular and 
consequently results in this being an installation requirement under the jurisdiction of the 
National Electrical Code® NFPA70, rather than strictly a matter of performance under the 
jurisdiction of NFPA 99, consistent with the August 10, 2011 Standards Council Decision 
(Final), D#11-7.   

Unlike larger hospitals under NEC® 517.30(E) requirements cited by the Submitter, these 
smaller facilities typically may not have trained staff electricians on-site and on-call.  
Consequently, the situation for these nursing homes and limited care facilities under NEC® 
517.41(E) requirements is NOT directly analogous to the situation for larger facilities 
under NEC® 517.30(E) requirements.  

Nonlocking-type 125-volt, 15- and 20-ampere receptacles (NEMA configurations 5-15R and 
5-20R) are commonly used in dwelling units, commercial and industrial occupancies, as 
well as in nursing homes and limited care facilities under NEC® 517.41(E) requirements.  
It is not unusual for people in dwelling units and in commercial and industrial occupancies 
to remove cover plates for painting and wallpapering, and to replace these common 
receptacles and cover plates themselves, without calling in an electrician.  When this 
common “do-it-yourself” mentality is carried over in practice to nursing homes and limited 
care facilities under NEC® 517.41(E) requirements nursing homes and limited care 
facilities, it’s highly unlikely that they are trained in or knowledgeable of the NEC® or 
NFPA 99 requirements, especially with regard to identification of receptacles supplied 
from the essential electrical emergency systems.  Receptacles supplied from essential 
electrical emergency systems may become unidentified, and similarly receptacles supplied 
solely from nonessential electrical (normal power) systems may become misidentified. 

Consequently, those later servicing these misidentified receptacles may be at risk if those 
receptacles that initially test as de-energized later become energized without indication.   

 



BALLOT: PROPOSED TIA LOG NO. 1157 Page 3 Brian E. Rock 
 
Question 2 “EMERGENCY NATURE” EXPLANATION OF NEGATIVE VOTE - Please type or 
print your comments: 

NEMA disagrees with the EMERGENCY NATURE.   

Due process had been followed the NFPA Standards Development Process, as well as the ANSI 
Standards Process, for the revision of NEC® 517.41(E):  

• NEC® Code-Making Panel 15 balloted to Accept Proposal 15-80 (Log #3271).   

• CMP15’s membership includes a number of members also serving on the Electrical Systems Technical 
Committee of NFPA 99.  Although their ballot numbers were insufficient, those members-in-common 
who were opposed to the “Accept” Panel Action on Proposal 15-80 clearly provided explicit 
Explanations of Negative Ballots.  Consequently, “an oversight by the technical committee” posited 
in TIA Log No 1157 is contrary to the actual record.   

• Both Electrical Systems Technical Committee of NFPA 99 and the TIA Submitter had ample 
opportunity to submit Public Comments to NEC® CMP15 during the Comment Stage, in accordance 
with the NFPA standards development process.  Neither eligible party submitted any Public 
Comments whatsoever.   

• As an organization, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) submitted Comment 15-
70 (Log #369) in support, without any further change, of CMP15’s Panel Action to “Accept” 
Proposal 15-80 (Log #3271).  Consequently, this Public Comment provided the basis that this 
revised requirement was a matter of installation as “the material and process associated with 
putting equipment in place and making it ready for use in accordance with performance 
requirements.”  (It should also be noted that for the TIA Submitter’s cited appeal of 517.30(E) 
considered by Standards Council’s Agenda Item SC#13-8-3-o, it was erroneously reported that “no 
related Public Comment was submitted” indicated in Standards Council’s Final Decision D#13-5; in 
fact National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) submitted Comment 15-57 (Log #368) in 
support, without any further change, of CMP15’s Panel Action to “Accept” Proposal 15-64 (Log 
#3270) that substantiated the installation basis.)     

• NEC® Code-Making Panel 15 balloted to Accept Comment 15-80 (Log #369) without any further 
change.   

• Again, although their ballot numbers were insufficient, those CMP15 members who both also serve on 
the Electrical Systems Technical Committee of NFPA 99 and were opposed to the “Accept” Panel 
Action clearly provided explicit Explanations of Negative Ballots.  Consequently, “an oversight by 
the technical committee” is contrary to the actual record.   

• After CMP15’s ROC processing of Comment 15-80, the NEC® Correlating Committee could have been 
notified by either Electrical Systems Technical Committee of NFPA 99 or the TIA Submitter but 
was not asked to render any decision or to take any action whatsoever on this matter. 

• For healthcare-related requirements, the NEC® Correlating Committee has set up an intercommittee 
coordination task group that has already successfully addressed correlation issues with collaboration 
and input from the members of NFPA 99 Committees and from NEC® Code-Making Panel 15.  This 
intercommittee coordination task group is duly balanced in representation from NFPA 99 and NEC®.  
Indeed, the TIA Submitter serves as a member of this very intercommittee coordination task 
group representing the Electrical Systems Technical Committee of NFPA 99 and never brought 
up this issue whatsoever during this task group’s deliberations.   



BALLOT: PROPOSED TIA LOG NO. 1157 Page 4 Brian E. Rock 
 
• The Submitter of TIA Log No 1157 for NEC® 517.41(E) cites the Appeal action for NEC® 517.30(E) 

as the SOLE basis for the Emergency Nature of this TIA. The Appellant of NEC® 517.30(E)  
considered by Standards Council’s Agenda Item SC#13-8-3-o submitted this cited Appeal to the 
Standards Council after taking no actions compliant with the NFPA standards development process.  
His Appeal sought to overturn Proposal 15-64 (Log #3270) but did not seek to overturn Comment 
15-57 (Log #368) to the 2014 NEC® to revise NEC® 517.30(E).   

Consequently, outcome of that Standards Council Appeal on NEC® 517.30(E) should not be cited 
as the basis for the Emergency Nature for this TIA Log No. 1157 for NEC® 517.41(E). 
 




